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Finding brands that are willing to take the moral high ground and protect not only our animal friends but our natural environment as well, is tough. 




Not only do most brands refuse to publically disclose their position on the ethical treatment of animals or their impact upon nature, but even some that are willing to share their status, use carefully worded statements that allow them to appear as though they’re doing good, when they’re really doing just enough to earn a merit badge from an environmental foundation. 




To make sure you only use brands that match your moral standards, we’ve investigated multiple brands across multiple sectors in the pursuit of truth. 




Here’s what we’ve found. 






Cleaning Brands




Wearing clean clothes or ensuring your floors sparkle like the day they were installed doesn’t mean you have to destroy the environment for your children. We’ve investigated the top cleaning brands around the world to determine if they support the earth as much as you do. 




Here’s what we found: 




	Ethical Cleaning Brands
	Safest Laundry Detergent
	Non Toxic Laundry Detergent
	Best Laundry Sheets










Makeup Brands




Makeup brands have traditionally been one of the worst offenders for polluting the earth and testing on animals. Times have now changed and some brands are now taking their ethical responsibilities seriously. We’ve investigated the makeup industry. 




Here’s what we’ve found: 




	Makeup Brands That Don’t Test On Animals
	Is Dove Cruelty-Free?














Fashion Brands




Modern fashion is expensive enough, without the added cost of destroying the environment and harming the animals with which we share this world. You and I know this, and now major fashion labels are starting to know this. We’ve investigated the major fashion brands around the world to learn their ethical standpoints. 




Here’s what we found: 




	Ethical Fashion Brands










Vegan Food Brands




While producing nutritious food will always result in some environmental impact, it does not have to cause the wholesale environmental degradation that has been the norm for far too long. Some food brands are now realising this and are committed to producing ethical and sustainable food. We investigated this industry to work out who is for sustainable practices and who is against them. 




This is what we found: 




	Vegan Food Brands
	Victory: Coca-Cola Pulls Funding for Animal Tests!
	Ocean Spray














Furniture Brands




The furniture industry has rapidly transitioned from producing high-quality items that last a lifetime to cheaply and mass-produced items designed to be replaced every 4 years. But some brands are pushing against this trend by returning to the old values of sustainability and reliability. We’ve assessed the top furniture brands around the world to determine which ones are worth your hard-earned money. 




Here’s what we found: 




	Sustainable Furniture Brands
	Fast Furniture Is Destroying the Environment



















Ethical Brands Worth Supporting




Through our investigations, we’ve found that there are some brands that go above and beyond the rest of the industry. 




Here are our favourites:






Earth Breeze




Earth Breeze not only makes carbon-neutral, cruelty-free cleaning products that perform at an extremely high level, but they also donate 1% of their profits restoring the environmental damage created by other companies. 




Supporting them will not only provide great value for money but will help restore the environment.




Read more about them here: Earth Breeze
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